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KIDS CONNECT WITH THE TUMBLING BEAR

Look, up in the sky! It’s a bird, it’s a plane … it’s the Tumbling Bear!

Kids have a ball watching Rob and his super-radical maneuvers in the Tumbling Bear airplane. “As a grandpa,
I love little kids, and I understand how excited they can get, especially about planes,” says Rob.

The show isn’t over when The Tumbling Bear emerges from the cockpit. Kids rush up to receive fun goodies like Tumbling
Bear collector cards, and washable Zlin airplane tattoos. Rob has such a good time with the kids, he stays until every
picture is taken, every autograph is signed, and every question is answered. Rob’s connection with kids extends to his
Web site, www.harrisonairshows.com where they can download fun word search games, coloring pages, airplane
photographs and more.

Rob is known for his enthusiastic mentoring of children and uses his “impossible” stunts to show kids that they can
accomplish anything if they study hard and practice. “Our future generation needs to know,” Rob says with sincere
conviction, “that if they put their mind to it, they can do ANYTHING they want to do.”
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KIDS OF ALL AGES LOVE THE TUMBLING BEAR

Rob Harrison: Not your average Bear. After 28 years with Smokey the Bear’s U.S. Forest Service, Rob started

flying tumbling aerobatics, so the name Tumbling Bear was a natural choice. What kind of background leads a man

to perform such feats in the sky? Law and engineering degrees help, and so do numerous aerobatic certificates.

But it is Rob’s dedication to flight safety and precision that guides him and his Zlin 50 LS to excite the crowds.

He is a Renaissance Man in the true sense of the word.

Rob has five children and nine grandchildren who all love their grandpa with the Tumbling Bear plane. Rob married

Susan, a private pilot herself and Rob’s right hand in the hangar and on the flightline. Susan preflights the plane

and sends Rob off with a kiss. Susan announces for Rob, connecting him live with the crowds.

When not in the air, Rob is always available to talk with you or your staff about

his upcoming shows or answer questions regarding his fascinating career. Go

to our website www.harrisonairshows.com to view videos to give you a sense

of the charisma and charm attendees can expect from “The Tumbling Bear.”

Contact Rob Harrison directly (909) 744-9317, his cell at (951) 218-3836, or call his airshow and media manager,

Susan Newman-Harrison at (951) 640-0455.


